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Translation of Turkish Text Included In The Miniatures
Darkness

Sagacious men have stated that, regarding darkness, or the elements that ornament and
add grace to the face of a woman, there are four that beautify her appearance. The first is
black hair, the second is black eyelashes, the third, black brows and the fourth, black eyes.

Roundness

There are also four elements of rotundity that produce beauty. The first is the round form
of the face, the second roundness of the head, the third is roundness of the heels, and the
fourth is the roundness of the buttocks.
It should be well understood that females can be divided into three categories from the
standpoint of achieving satisfaction; these are: fast, medium and slow. For example,
females who are tall and narrow-waisted are quickly satisfied, those who are short and
thick-waisted are slow to be satisfied, and the satisfaction of those with intermediate
bodies is medium. The indication of orgasm is as follows: she relaxes her hands and feet,
her eyes become smaller and she is embarrassed to come face to face with the male and
covers her face with her arm, her brow perspires and joints loosen, and she begins to
tremble and embraces her partner. These are the signs of having achieved satisfaction.
If the male and his beloved achieve orgasm at the same moment, he will not find greater
pleasure and delectation than the woman, and this will increase the interest and love
between them. However, if their satisfaction is not achieved at the same time, but close
to one another, the degree of love will be increased proportionately to the degree of
closeness. What is worthy and laudable in a male is not to withdraw his tool until he
senses that the woman has also been satisfied, even if he has already achieved orgasm,
so that she too can savor the pleasure of intercourse.
According to some, women’s organs are of three types: one is grand (large), one is intermediate (medium) and one is young (small). In fact, we have already spoken of the three
types of male organ. For example, if the male organ is long and wide, it is called (with
respect to the size of an elephant) fila, or “elephantine”. A medium organ, because the
horse is of medium size, is referred to as a küheylan, or “thoroughbred”. And in reference
to the small size of a ram, the smaller organ is referred to as kebşâ.

Tightness

It is from the standpoint of tightness that the female organ perfects the beauty of the
beloved. Persons of discernment have come to understand that the tightness of the cleft
is indicated by the small mouth of the beloved. If the end of her tongue is flat, that is an
indication that her cranny is extremely wet. If her nose is pointed, she will have but little
desire for intercourse. If her chin is long, her fissure will also be high, that is protuberant, its hairs sparse, and will resemble the breast of a goose. If her chin is small, so will
her aperture be deep. If the beloved’s face is wide and her neck thick, her hips will be
small and her cleft long and narrow. If the tops of her hands and feet are well-padded,
her cranny will also be big and her pleasure in intercourse will be excessive. If their calves

are thick and tight, their lust will be great and they will be desirous of intercourse. If the
body is always warm, the lips red, the breasts firm and widely separated, this is a sign of
exaggerated licentiousness and an excessive pleasure in intercourse. A thickness of the
lips signifies that the area surrounding the aperture is thick as well, whereas thinness of
the lips indicates a paucity of sensuality. The possession from birth of large and heavily
outlined eyes is proof of excessive licentiousness and a small and narrow cleft. If the eyes
are close to the head, or low-browed, it is an indication of a wide cleft.
Lovers can be separated into a few different classes according to the differences in their
bodies. This classification mandates that, if the female organ does not find a male tool
that is appropriate to it in terms of size and length, passion will not develop. What we
speak of is that together with these qualities, the shape of the head and face should also
be well-proportioned and harmonic. That is, if the head is large, the face should not be
small; the body should be proportionate in every way, and should be neither thin nor fat.
She should be taut of skin and her complexion should be of a reddish white or a reddish
black, that is, the warm color of wheat; her hands should be well-proportioned and soft,
her conversation sweet, her blood hot, her laughter gentle, her smile courteous, and she
should be attractive and arousing.

Smallness

There are four elements which lend beauty from the aspect of small size. First, a small
mouth will always add perfection to the beloved’s beauty. The second is small hands.
The third is small breasts, and the fourth is small feet.

Breadth

The elements of breadth that beautify are also four. The first is a broad forehead; the
second is wide eyes, that is, not eyes that squint, but rather the eyes of a gazelle; the
third is a broad breast, and fourth is a wide and rounded countenance.

Length

There are also four elements of length that beautify. The first is a long neck, the second
is tall height, the third is long eyebrows, and the fourth is long hair.

Redness

The elements of reddishness that beautify are four as well. The first is a red tongue,
the second is red lips, the third is red cheeks and the fourth, a red bottom, that is,
reddish buttocks.

